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Medstreaming Launches Web-Based Analytics for
All in One EMR/PACS/Practice Management
Platform at HIMSS
The Associated Press
Medstreaming, a leading provider of medical IT solutions, announced the launch of
a Web-Based Analytics module for its All in One EMR/PACS/Practice Management
platform at the HIMSS12 meeting here in Las Vegas. The Web-Based Analytic-Based
EMR/PACS platform will enable Medstreaming EMR customers to mine any EMR data
over the web including imaging data in any format, including DICOM.
"By introducing Web Based Analytics for the All in One EMR/PACS/Practice
Management platform, Medstreaming has pioneered how an EMR addresses
fragmented and disparate patient records repository and the massive limitations to
data sharing and analytics," said Wael Elseaidy, Ph.D., CEO of Medstreaming.
"Traditionally EMRs have not handled aggregated data well, but the Medstreaming
All in One platform not only supports real-time data access for improved patient
care but also offers the ability to dynamically mine data across the Enterprise. As a
result, the ability to perform outcomes analysis using an EMR is now a reality." The
Company also announced the completion of an agreement with the Foundation for
Positively Kids to cover a custom integration of practice management and webbased analytics solutions. The Foundation for Positively Kids is a local Las Vegas
based non-profit dedicated to developing services that can provide comprehensive
care for Nevada's medically fragile and terminally ill children. The Foundation, along
with the medical community, has identified critical needs for the development of
advanced programs and facilities designed to care for these children and their
families with special medical needs.
"Positively Kids works with a large, diverse network of healthcare providers to
deliver high quality care for medically fragile and terminally ill children in Las
Vegas. Our clients don't have the luxury to wait for providers to resolve workflow or
patient information barriers," said Fred Schultz, CEO of Positively Kids. "We selected
Medstreaming to help us streamline our medical operations and improve workflow
so we can deliver better and more efficient patient care." The latest additions to the
Medstreaming EMR platform enable customers to dynamically build their web based
mining profiles to track and analyze any data on the network, including clinical
research, administration tracking, marketing/referral pattern tracking, and financial
tracking. Offering customers the ability to customize data tracking without the need
for extra development, the Medstreaming EMR platform delivers powerful, easy to
use analytics for rapid ROI.
Medstreaming continues to add to its long list of specialty based EMR by adding
dedicated All in One Native EMR/PACS/Practice Management specialty based EMR to
OBGYN, Urgent Care, Vein, Orthopedic, Cardiovascular, Surgery, Podiatry, Oncology,
and Family/Primary care.
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The Medstreaming All in One platform is the first fully integrated PACS and EMR
system that has a single backend database which enables integrated patient
charting/evaluation workflow with image interpreting and structured reporting
workflow. Medstreaming EMR image processing is 510K FDA approved and directly
integrates with imaging devices which eliminates the need for expensive HL7
interfacing as well as the associated complexity of IT implementation and support.
About The Foundation for Positively Kids The Foundation for Positively Kids is a Las
Vegas-based non-profit dedicated to developing services that can provide
comprehensive care for Nevada's medically fragile and terminally ill children. The
Foundation, along with the local medical community, has identified critical needs for
the development of special programs and facilities designed to care for these
children and their families.
About Medstreaming The medical industry has an extremely fragmented data
management structure. To address this fragmentation and to coordinate the
structure for various clinical modality applications, PACS functions, information
management systems, medical data mining, accreditation and reporting packages,
one needs an integrative all-in-one platform that is both flexible and easily
extensible. Medstreaming's Medical Office platform is designed to address and
bridge this gap, and is capable of doing so to meet the needs of a clinical practice
(medical workflow) as well as an office practice (office workflow). For further
information, visit www.medstreaming.com.
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